Team Building Experience

Flight O-O

A playful and experiential business simulation designed to develop a common understanding
of innovation agility and cultivate an adaptive change management culture.
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OVERVIEW
Rapid technological progress and continuously changing market conditions forces management
to take extensive strategic decisions. This comes along with massive changes within the actual
organization and an effect on all it’s divisions and functions.
Flight O-O is a challenging, exciting experience where groups compete within their role as well as
supporting the team members playing their role. The key players involved are the Air Traffic
Control, Pilots and Co-Pilots, Passengers and Rescuers – each group responsible for its own
specific tasks and success factors to work towards. Flight O-O fosters problem-solving skills and
perspective-taking, allowing in individuals to walk in fellow team member’s shoes for a while.

OUTLINE
Employees are more likely to support organizational initiatives and objectives if they understand
the rationale behind management decisions and realize how they can add to the company's
success. Unfortunately, many don't always understand how and why business decisions are
made.
This participant focused experience provides lots of movement, lots of conversation and lots of
activity. This experience is ideal simulation of interdepartmental challenges and remembering how
fragile our client/customer relationships are.

OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand a larger scale of communication
Utilize conflict communication strategies
Allocate resources
Apply critical thinking techniques
Learn various visualization and imagination techniques
Communicate within a context while giving precise directions
Think ahead strategies
Communicate under pressure

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
“I really enjoyed how well designed the program was. All the different challenges, puzzles and
scenarios were very well thought out. Our entire team has been talking about the event for the
past two days and we are planning on using some of the communication models in our team
meetings – thanks Corey.”

Let’s build your team for - fast-tracking, fundamentals or fun - today!
Have some questions, special requests or need a quote? Call our Team Specialists to get started.
(905) 477-5544
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